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Rapid Communication

Globally there is a growing emphasis on efforts to identify and treat
the “missed millions” of Tuberculosis (TB) cases. In India, 5% of the
new TB cases are in the pediatric age group [1] and studies have
reported that 3.2–16.2% of child contacts have TB disease [2]. In view
of the susceptibility of younger children to developing TB of increased
severity on contact with an active case of tuberculosis, screening of
childhood contacts is recommended by the WHO and is also part of
most National Tuberculosis Program (NTP) guidelines. Contact
screening helps in identifying contacts of all ages with undiagnosed TB
disease among the contacts of an index case, and in providing
preventive therapy for childhood contacts without TB disease.
However, diagnosis of TB in children is often missed due to the
complexities in screening and diagnosis under field conditions.

According to existing NTP guidelines in India, the diagnosis of TB
among child contacts is dependent on Tuberculin Sensitivity Test
(TST) and chest radiography apart from strong clinical suspicion.
WHO also recommended TST and chest radiography for screening
childhood contacts for tuberculosis. The implementation of contact
screening has been sub-optimal as reported by various studies [2-4], in
resource constrained settings like India. Scarcity of diagnostic
modalities at primary health care levels, lack of awareness among
health workers regarding contact screening and low importance given
to the reporting of screening related data in the routine reporting
formats [2-4] were the common reasons reported for poor
implementation of contact screening among childhood contacts. The
recently released WHO guidelines on pediatric TB management
recommends that symptom based approach alone is sufficient for
screening child contacts [5] thus removing the dependence on TST for
contact screening as per previous WHO recommendation. The
common symptoms listed are cough, fever, anorexia, weight loss,
failure to thrive, fatigue and reduced playfulness [5,6]. Though this
recommendation is based on a study done in South Africa [6], this
approach is simple to implement without dependence on TST and
chest radiography, larger number of contacts can be screened and the
delay in starting the asymptomatic contacts on Isoniazid Preventive
Therapy (IPT) can be reduced.

As per new WHO guidelines, only those children found to be
symptomatic based on symptom based screening approach will be
evaluated using TST and radiography. The prevalence of the
symptoms in general in Indian setting among children may be higher

especially due to higher levels of under nutrition prevalent in Indian
setting [7]. Symptom checklist used in South Africa for contact
screening has to be modified for Indian setting as the two settings are
different in respect to HIV prevalence and malnutrition levels. Hence,
operational research on symptom based screening will be helpful to
establish the feasibility and usefulness of these recommendations in
Indian settings. Though WHO has made this recommendation as
conditional one with very low quality of evidence, it is important to
test this algorithm for childhood contact screening in India to
diagnose and prevent more cases of tuberculosis among children.

The WHO guidelines also recommend specific documentation of
contact screening data to strengthen the process. Rekha et al. (2013)
reported that in programme settings in Tamil Nadu, a state in India,
provision of a separate IPT card and register, significantly improved
the implementation of screening and provision of IPT for pediatric TB
contacts [3]. Along with emphasis on drug resistance TB and TB/HIV,
the much neglected contact screening among childhood contacts
deserves attention from the national programmes to achieve global TB
control.
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